
Performance and Focus Tab
What is it about the behavior/skill that is concerning?
Baseline (current performance) v. Expected performance (desired level of 
performance)
Statements include: the behavior/skill; student performance; data used to 
measure behavior/skill 

should be the same for both baseline and expected performance

Goal: Timeline (when), Behavior (specific description of behavior occurring), 
Criteria (standard working toward), Condition (specific circumstances)

Instructional Plan Tab
Descriptor: What essential concept or skill (academic or behavioral) does this 
student need to learn and do? (Iowa Core Essential Concepts and Skills)

What instruction will be provided to support the learning?
Research based Instructional strategies/intervention techniques/materials needed. 
Describe how you will be working to develop the skill/behavior of concern
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Data Collection Tab
How do we know instruction is being effective?
What tool(s) will be used to monitor growth?  How often?  
When/How will you know to change instruction?  Rate of Acquisition, 
Trendline Analysis, Four Point Decision Making Rule

Recommendations Tab
Did our plan work?
What next steps will we need to take?
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